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Thumbs up for our
flu fighters

Do you have a story you
would like to see included
in Freepress?
Or have you got some feedback?
Please contact the communications
team at rf.communications@nhs.net,
we would love to hear from you.
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to the October edition of
our monthly staff, members
and governors’ magazine

This month I encourage staff to take protected time
away from their usual duties to complete this year’s
national NHS staff survey. It’s important that every
member of staff responds to the survey. Find out
why on page 9.
We know we’ll see a surge in attendances during
the winter months. During such a pressured time it’s
more important than ever to make sure our patients
are admitted, treated and discharged as quickly and
safely as possible. Read about our new look safer,
faster, better programme on pages 6-7.
At this time of year we must also look after our own
health. Having your flu vaccination is crucial – it
will help protect you, your colleagues, family and
friends, and of course, our patients. Find out why it’s
important to get the flu jab and hear from last year’s
top flu vaccinators on page 4-5.
I was delighted to see so many staff taking part in
our health and wellbeing events last month. Read
more on page 12.

Key to abbreviations:
Barnet Hospital: BH
Chase Farm Hospital: CFH
Royal Free Hospital: RFH
Royal Free London: RFL
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Sir David Sloman
Group chief
executive

In focus
Making our services
safer, faster, better
Sitting in her kitchen sipping a cup of tea, Gloria is all
smiles.
But if it wasn’t for the commitment of staff at Barnet
Hospital, she could still be in a hospital bed.
Gloria is one of the faces of our safer, faster, better (SFB)
campaign which celebrates the hard work of our staff to
give patients back their time.
Gloria said: “From my arrival at Barnet Hospital until
I went home I was very well looked after. The teams
looking after me worked together so that I didn’t stay in
hospital for any longer than necessary. This was such a
relief as I just wanted to get home, as quickly as I could.”
At any one time we have more than a ward full of
patients who do not need to be in hospital. We’re using a
number of initiatives to help make sure that our patients
get home as soon as they are medically well enough.
You can find out about these on page 6 or turn to page 7
to meet a few of our SFB heroes.
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Get the #jabdone
Our new winter flu campaign has officially landed. You can get your jab from occupational health
clinics, trust wide events or from a peer vaccinator on your ward – look out for clinic dates on Freenet
and in Freemail.
Flu can cause a spectrum of mild to severe illness and up to one in four healthcare workers may become infected
with influenza, even in a mild season.
Patients in hospital are much more vulnerable to flu’s severe effects. Public Health England reported that last
winter, 1,064 intensive care unit/high dependency unit admissions of confirmed influenza took place across
the UK, including 133 deaths. More than 1,000 acute respiratory illness outbreaks took place in closed settings,
mainly in care homes (78%) followed by hospitals (15%).
The flu vaccination is the best option for protecting yourself, your family and vulnerable patients, and you need
to have it each winter to protect against new strains.

Our target
Our target is to vaccinate 70% of staff this winter to
ensure we have a healthy workforce.
Achieving this will also meet the Commissioning for
Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) flu target. This is really
important for us, because all trusts that show they’ve
protected staff and patients by hitting this target will
receive a payment of £1m. This is the equivalent of hiring
more than 40 band 5 nurses or doing 200 hip or knee
replacements.
We’ve planned to achieve this as part of our financial
improvement plan (FIP), to help us continue to provide
the best care for our patients.

Why is it important to get the flu jab?
Dr Dianne Irish-Tavares, consultant virologist at the RFH, said:
“Frontline health staff have a duty of care to protect their patients from infection.
This includes getting vaccinated against flu to help reduce the chances of the virus
transferring to vulnerable patients – some of whom may have impaired immunity and
may not respond well to immunisation.
“Sickness can jeopardise our hospital services, but vaccination of our healthcare
workers helps reduce this and will contribute to keeping them running, which is
essential in the winter when pressures on our services increase.

Dr Dianne Irish-Tavare

“The World Health Organisation (WHO) monitors influenza viruses throughout the
world and makes recommendations each year about the strains to be included in
vaccines for the forthcoming winter, for the northern and southern hemispheres.
Throughout the last decade, there has generally been a good match between the
strains of flu in the vaccine and those that circulated. There’s no reason to believe that
this year will be different, so staff should be assured that the jab is their best chance
of preventing flu.”

Get your #jabdone by 3 November
for the chance to win
A £20 gift voucher for one member of staff vaccinated at each site, each week

•

A voucher and hamper for every team with 100% of members vaccinated by 3 November
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Top flu vaccinators raring to go
Last winter we introduced peer flu vaccinators – nurses who are able to vaccinate their colleagues against flu.
They did a fantastic job out on wards and visiting departments to encourage their colleagues to get the jab.
Three of our vaccinators did so well, they managed to vaccinate more than 300 staff between them. We
caught up with them to find out more about being a peer flu vaccinator…

Mary Ann Escalante, clinical practice educator on 7 West at the
RFH, was our top vaccinator last winter. She said:
“I’m becoming a vaccinator again this year because I want everyone to have
their jab and I want us to hit our target. It’s essential for staff working on
wards as we are front-liners – nurses, doctors, physios, occupational therapists
and ward clerks. We need to protect our patients and ourselves. If staff get
sick from flu it affects the ward, patients and other staff.
“There’s a lot of misunderstanding between flu and the common cold and
many staff seem to believe some of the common myths – the jab can’t give you
flu and it does work.
“I’m originally from the Philippines where there’s very limited access to
vaccines for many diseases and they are very expensive. We’re so lucky to have
access to free vaccines in the UK to prevent life-threatening diseases such as
flu. As health professionals we know it’s always better to prevent rather than
treat so we should all have our jab.”

Penny Roberts, matron on Wellington ward at CFH, was top
peer vaccinator at CFH last winter. She said:
“It’s important that staff have easy access to the flu vaccine – it shouldn’t be
difficult for them to get their jab. As a peer vaccinator I’m able to give it to
staff when it’s convenient for them which means we see more staff getting
vaccinated.
“I make sure I offer the jab to every member of my staff and also remind other
matrons and team leaders at our bed meetings that I’m available to vaccinate
their staff. A lot of my staff watched the video of Miles’ story in our team
meetings last winter and didn’t realise how serious flu can be – it brought it
home that they were protecting their own families as well as themselves and
their patients and this encouraged them to get their jab.”

Vivienne Clark, manager on the medical short stay unit (MSSU)
at BH, was top vaccinator at BH last winter. She said:
“The peer vaccinator programme runs really well. I run clinics out of my office
and we have a lot of doctors, nurses and therapists who know where I am so it’s
convenient for them to pop in and have their jab. Doctors in particular feel that
they can’t afford to take time away so they want their vaccination on the ward.
“Nurses are really tough, we have strong immune systems, but it’s important
to remember that all healthcare workers are more at risk of catching flu and
even if we don’t get flu we can carry it. You need to have the vaccine to make
sure you’re not putting vulnerable patients, your families and yourself at risk of
catching a virus that can be fatal.”
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Giving our patients back
their time
Throughout the year we have been celebrating the hard work of our staff as part of the safer, faster, better
programme which is aiming to get our patients back to the comfort of their own homes as quickly as possible.
With winter fast approaching it is crucial that we do all we can to ensure we have a good flow of patients
through our hospitals to ensure we have enough beds to cope with increasing demand.
We’re using a number of initiatives to help make sure that our patients get home as soon as they are medically
well enough.

Daily board rounds
We hold daily board rounds to assess the progress of every patient and address any delays to their treatment
or discharge. A multi-disciplinary team of doctors, nurses, therapists, pharmacists and flow co-ordinators come
together to share knowledge and decision making for each patient.

Red and green days
We use a red and green day system to help us reduce delays to discharge. A red day highlights a wasted day in
a patient’s journey, for example when a patient is waiting for an investigation. A green day is when a patient
receives care or treatment that supports their pathway of care bringing them a step closer to their discharge.
As a team, we decide if a patient is red or green and make it visible for all staff to see on a board. If the day is
red, we identify the reasons why and put a plan in place to turn it green.

SAFER bundle
We’ve implemented the SAFER bundle to improve patient flow and prevent any unnecessary waiting for patients.

Senior review – patients will have a senior review before midday
All patients will have an expected date of discharge
Flow of patients will begin at the earliest opportunity from our short stay units
Early in the day discharge – our aim is have 33% of patients discharged before midday when they are
medically fit to leave the hospital
Review – a systematic multi-disciplinary review of patients who have an expected length of stay under seven days

Discharge lounges
As soon as they are ready we take patients to our discharge lounges. Our patients are then able to wait for their
medication to take away or transport in comfort while enjoying refreshments.

#endPJparalysis
Helping our patients to get up, dressed and moving is a key part of our SFB programme. While patients of all
ages can benefit from being more active, it’s particularly important for older people. Recent studies have shown
that 10 days in bed can lead to 10 years of muscle ageing in people over 80 years old.

During October we
tweeted from across the
RFL to show how we are
getting our patients home
as quickly and safely
as possible. Follow the
week’s events on Twitter
(@RoyalFreeNHS) using
#saferfasterbetter.
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Our SFB heroes
We’ve had a fantastic response to our request for your SFB hero nominations. If you know someone who is doing
exceptional work to help get our patients home sooner nominate on Freenet.
Meet some of our SFB heroes:
Rosie Skrypak, clinical lead occupational
therapist for health services for elderly people
(HSEP), Chito Gabutin, ward manager and
Tracey Price, flow coordinator, on 8W ward, RFH
“The 8W team are doing innovative and creative
work to try and improve flow on their wards like
developing a e-folder for the HSEP discharge
paperwork and developing clear roles and
responsibilities for each member of the team.
New discharge planning training for the team
has been well received.”

Willow ward, BH
“I am proud of the way Liz Pollard and
the whole team have embraced the
red to green patient status and board
rounds, especially when there are so
many different clinical teams involved
in the care of their patients.”

Caterina Falce, matron for
hepatology/HPB surgery, RFH
“Caterina has attended board
rounds to get engagement
from the multi-disciplinary
teams. She clearly explained
the value of red and green
days and has worked with staff
to get them to own it.”

Simon McCann, band 6 nurse on
Juniper ward, BH
“There is no one quite like Simon.
He has loads of enthusiasm,
thinks outside the box and always
puts patients first in a lively and
engaging way. He understands
how important it is for us to
make sure a patient is not kept in
hospital for longer than they need
be and how red to green can help
this process.”

Elizabeth Richmond,
ward administrator on
Spruce ward, BH
“Elizabeth has a great
understanding of the
red and green data
and is always willing to
help others and show
them how to complete
it. She communicates
well within her
team and with other
colleagues.”
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Trust news
Same day testing
for prostate cancer
patients

RFH one-stop prostate
clinic team

Patients with suspected prostate cancer are receiving their results much faster thanks to a one-stop clinic which
delivers all the tests they need on the same day.
The clinic offers blood tests, MRI scans, prostate biopsies, nursing support and an appointment with a specialist
consultant, all in one location and in one session. It means that patients do not have to attend numerous
appointments before finding out whether or not they have cancer.
MRI scans – a key indicator of whether a patient has prostate cancer – are performed on the same day by an
expert uro-radiolgist. Because the results are available during the same appointment, around one in four
patients are able to avoid a prostate biopsy – an invasive procedure which in the past was conducted routinely.
GPs previously received results for their patients in 37 days but since the clinic opened in July 2016, this has been
reduced to less than 14 days. For prostate cancer, it means that 90% of patients start their cancer treatment
within 62 days of urgent GP referral, against a national target of 85%.
The clinic, which runs from BH and the RFH, is now being used as an example of best practice by London Cancer,
which provides support and resources for GPs, cancer professionals and patients across the capital.
Dimitrios Volanis, urology consultant, said: “This is about reassuring patients who would previously have had to
attend multiple appointments across a number of weeks before they received a diagnosis.
“Imagine being told that you don’t have cancer and to be able to avoid all of that unnecessary worry and go
home reassured. For those patients that do have cancer,we are able to support them in one place, talk them
through the options, and introduce them to a nurse specialist who will be their point of contact every step of the
way.”
Fionnuala McCarthy, clinical nurse specialist, said: “Our team of nurses, urologists, radiologists, administrators
and operations managers all work really closely together. Giving patients access to all of this expertise and
support on the same day is vital.”
Gillian Smith, divisional director of transplantation and specialist services, said: “There are definitely some
principles from this clinic which are transferrable to other cancer pathways. For example, doing as much as
possible for patients on the same day and making sure that patients leave with a clear date for their next
appointment.”
For more information contact Sonalee Vadera, prostate clinic navigator: sonalee.vadera@nhs.net.

Sharing experience across the RFL group
A prostate cancer one-stop clinic is also being developed at North Middlesex University Hospital NHS Trust
(NMUH), using learning from the teams at BH and the RFH.
It’s just one example of how we are collaborating with NMUH who became a clinical partner in the RFL group last
month.
Teams across the two trusts are working together in a clinical practice group (CPG) pathway which will ensure
care is standardised for prostate cancer – meaning patients receive the same high quality treatment across both
organisations. This kind of collaboration will happen increasingly as the RFL group develops.
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Make our trust an even better
place to work
You can let us know what you think about life at the trust by taking part in the annual staff survey. What you
say makes a real difference because it helps us make our trust an even better place to work.
The survey is confidential and the more people who complete the survey the more accurate it will be and the
more powerful the feedback. So please do take part and have your voice heard.
Your previous survey feedback has led to positive changes, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

running our health and well-being events throughout the year and across our hospitals and sites
tackling discrimination with our board mentoring scheme for BME staff and changes in our recruitment
processes
making sure our training programmes have the resource they need; that high quality is maintained and
content is constantly reviewed and updated
raising the quality of appraisals with training for managers and staff
making sure complaints of bullying are dealt with more promptly
and appointing executive champions to help stamp it out
a ‘no bullying and harassment, no bystanders’ campaign to get
everyone involved in tackling this serious issue
establishing our site-based leadership teams to help improve
staff experience
running local listening events at each hospital
working with Institute of Healthcare Improvement (IHI) to equip
hundreds of our staff in quality improvement techniques and
help them make changes in their areas.

So please do take the time to complete the survey before it closes
on 1 December and help make our trust, hospitals and services even
better places to work.
For more information contact: rf-tr.hrbpadmin@nhs.net.

Changes to payroll
and pensions
On 1 October, we changed our payroll and pension services to NHS Shared
Business Services (NHS SBS), an experienced provider of business support
services.
There’s no change to payment dates or payslips – the only difference is the
point of contact for queries and where you send payroll documentation.
Caroline Clarke, group deputy chief executive and chief finance officer, said:
“SBS is a highly experienced supplier which already provides payroll to dozens
of NHS organisations. Although payroll won’t be on site, there’ll be no
change to the way or when staff are paid.”
To find out everything you need to know, please visit our new Freenet page.
You can also contact SBS on 0303 123 1144, Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm, or visit
their website at: https://nhssbs.microsoftcrmportals.com.
Caroline Clarke
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Dates for your diary
Chief executives’
briefings

Black history month
celebration

12 October, 12-12.30pm, lecture
theatre, BH – led by David Sloman
and Dr Steve Shaw
17 October, 1-1.30pm, Peter Samuel
Hall, RFH – led by David Sloman and
Dr Chris Streather
19 October, 9-9.30am, council
chamber, ECC – led by David Sloman
19 October, 10-10.30am, lecture
theatre, CFH – led by David Sloman
and Natalie Forrest

All staff are invited to attend our
black history month celebration,
with inspiring guest speakers, a
discussion of the RFL’s BME journey
so far and a Q&A session.

Career clinics for
registered nurses
Would you like to discuss different
career options, a transfer to a
different area or opportunities
available to nurses at the trust?
Our career clinics begin every 30
minutes from 11am-2pm on:
12 October and 9 November,
paediatric seminar room, Starlight
ward, BH

18 October, 9am-1.30pm, atrium,
RFH

Staff equality forums
The staff equality forums provide
an opportunity for staff to ask
questions and provide feedback.
LGBT and friends network
11 October, meeting room, second
floor, Clocktower building CFH
Disability staff network
24 October, 10.30-11.30am, staff
education development centre, RFH
BME staff network
6 November, 11am-12pm,
training room 1, staff education
development centre, RFH

31 October and 28 November,
group study room 2, medical
library, RFH

RFL rounds
‘End of life conversations: The
good, the bad and the ugly’
13 October, 1-2pm, education
centre, BH
24 October, 1-2pm, atrium, RFH

Chase it up
Drop-in sessions with Natalie
Forrest, chief executive officer and
Dr Alan McGlennan, medical
director. Ask a question or just
listen to what colleagues are
talking about.
Every Monday at 11.30am, site
management office, CFH

CFH redevelopment
staff forum
25 October, 12.30-1pm, Greenfields
restaurant, CFH.

Council of governors’
meeting
22 November, 6-8pm, atrium, RFH
More information on all dates is
available on Freenet events.

Wood you believe it?
Trees that had to make way for the new CFH are being put to good use – by children in the hospital’s day nursery.
Staff wanted to make sure that the trees – which were on the grounds where the new hospital has been built –
didn’t go to waste.
They enlisted the help of Integrated Health Projects (IHP),
who are the principal contractor, to deliver and re-purpose
the trees which now take pride of place in the CFH staff
day nursery outdoor play area. There is now a big log for
the children to sit on or clamber over and the wood has
also been cut into stepping stones creating a pathway
to one of the covered play huts.
Laura Hanna, nursery manager, said: “The children
love the new additions. The wood provides great
learning opportunities for our children and is a lot of
fun.”
Natalie Forrest, CFH chief executive, said: “It’s
brilliant to see the trees being used in this
imaginative way.”
For more information about the CFH nursery
contact: laura.hanna@nhs.net.
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60 seconds with...
Amy Cruickshank, head of quality improvement
Tell us a bit about yourself
I’m a speech and language therapist by clinical background, but the aspect
of my job I enjoyed the most was service improvement projects. I looked for
opportunities to work in this area and as a result worked on a transformation
programme and last year I did the Darzi fellowship, a clinical fellowship that
combines leadership and management training with a service improvement project.

Tell us about your role
I’m really delighted to have joined the quality improvement (QI) team at such an
exciting time.
As a team we’re here to support staff with their QI projects and equip them with the
skills and understanding they need. We’re running different levels of QI training as well
as creating a QI faculty. This is a focus because we need strong systems and processes in
place and track the success of the projects.

Who do you work most closely with?
The key thing about QI is making it part of how we work. It’s vital for us to work with trust-wide, including
organisational development, patient safety, clinical governance and risk and the new CPG teams. People from
these teams and front line clinicians and managers are forming our QI faculty.

Why is QI so important to you?
It empowers staff to make the necessary changes to improve our patient services. I love QI because the
methodology allows for small scale improvement which can lead to something amazing. It also allows for failure
– sometimes projects fail and that’s okay; let’s learn from it. We often see financial benefits in our projects too,
but the main focus is to improve quality for patients and staff.

What’s the latest news about QI at the RFL?
We’re the newest of 16 strategic partners with the Institute of Healthcare Improvement (IHI), joining well-known
providers globally, including Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Permanente – and more locally NHS Scotland and East
London FT. The partnership runs initially for three years and includes work on leadership, capability and capacity
building to put in place the infrastructure to support QI work across the group.
We’ve kick-started the partnership by training 130 members of staff across 28 teams in Improvement Science In
Acton (ISIA). This introduced QI methodologies to give staff the skills, tools and confidence to develop and run
their own QI projects.

What’s next?
To continue to build skills in our workforce. At the end of October 2017 we’ll be launching our first team coach
development programme. All teams doing ISIA will be paired with a QI coach to support them the practical
challenges of running their own improvement projects.
We’ve got lots of exciting opportunities coming up for staff to learn more about QI, including ISIA and quality
improvement coach training. There’s also online learning, introductory training and drop-in QI clinics.
I’d encourage everyone to think about what improvement projects they can do by talking to colleagues about
the things that bug you and where you see improvement potential. For more information contact: rf.qi@nhs.net
or visit Freenet.

CFH redevelopment
public meeting
Please encourage your family
and friends to attend. If you
would like to attend email:
rf.cfhstakeholders@nhs.net.
11 October, 6.30-8pm, Dugdale
Centre, Enfield
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Healthy mind, healthy body, healthy balance
To launch our new health and wellbeing campaign, ‘healthy mind, healthy body, healthy balance,’ staff were invited
to attend a series of events which encouraged exercise and healthy eating at home and at work, in preparation for the
winter months.
Health professionals, internal departments and external companies provided information
stands and activities including back and shoulder massages, gardening therapy and
smoothie-making exercise bikes. All departments also enjoyed a delivery of fruit.
Advice was available on maintaining a healthy lifestyle, weight management, alcohol
awareness, financial wellbeing, coping with pressure and the benefits available to staff.
Lucia Capone, staff nurse on Juniper ward at BH said: “It’s great to see the trust
encouraging exercise to staff as it is often hard to find time for this. I do quite a lot of
exercise at home as I like to walk and cycle, but I would like to do more, so to have a go on
the smoothie bike was a good work out!
“Eating right and keeping fit is key to staying well throughout the winter months, as that is
where you are more likely to be ill.
“It is important for staff to remember that in order for us to look after our patients; we
also need to look after ourselves.”
For more information visit Freenet.

Staff enjoyed a variety of health and wellbeing events

Staff climb Snowdon
A team of facilities staff climbed Snowdon, the highest mountain in Wales, this summer.
This weekend of hiking and team building in Snowdonia was arranged as part of an NHS
England funded health and wellbeing vanguard project. The project is focused primarily
on facilities staff and aims to encourage and empower them to make sustainable
changes to their health and wellbeing.
Deborah Ellison, facilities management at the RFH, said: “Despite it being a
misty day we experienced some breath-taking views on our descent from
Snowdon and the group on the coastal walk enjoyed amazing scenery.
I feel that I got to know my colleagues better through the shared
experience. It was a brilliant weekend – thank you.”
Robert Asare, porter at the RFH, said: “It was an excellent
experience. My friendships with colleagues grew and developed.”
Nicola Bullen, assistant director public health, said: “The weekend
was a huge success. Everyone attained a personal achievement,
barriers between colleagues were broken down and working
relationships developed. It’s great to see the staff encouraging each
other to be more active on their return.”
For more information contact: nicola.bullen@nhs.net.
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Staff at the summit

